
Randolph Vigne 
42 Jacaranda Lodge 
Pieterma.ritzb.Jrg Street 
Pietermaritzburg 
3201 
South Africa 

Dear Raoooph 

LIBERAL PAR'IY REOOUECTIONS 

3 August 1995 

Thanks for your very kind note of July 29. I rrust let you finish the 
Liberal Party book 1:x.it meanwhile: 

1. I'll put my Diary aside until early 1996 hoping that you might be 
willing to edit it then. Some parts must uoooubtedly be cut, others 
perhaps slightly expanded, and others reEftrased to make sense to readers 
unfamiliar with the context. I'm too close to it to judge all that. 

2. Meanwhile I' 11 continue to check and correct my facts. To this end: 

3. Have you the present adresses of John Lloyd, Hugh Lewin and Ronald 
Mutch? Arrl ~haps even a guy called Marius Schoon? Schoon was one 
of Jotm Harris's fellow 'Quiz Kids' on radio in the 1950s and the two of 
them shared with the rest of the panel an image of being the cleverest 
youngsters in South Africa. John and Marius later went their separate 
ways, neither fulfilling their early premise, until both happened 
(apparently by complete coincidence) to turn up in different courtrooms 
in 1964 on extremely serious sabotage-related charges. Schoon got 12 
years in a Johannesburg court on Friday 18 September 1964 for planting 
dynamite and insisted he had been trapped by a Security Police agent 
provocateur named &i Rol.llld. I knew this Rol.ll'ld. He started attending 
our Pretoria Study Group meetings in early 1964, made a very bad 
impression, and was formally expelled from the Liberal Party in late 
July. I'm putting in an entry or two on these stirring events but it 
would be wise to c.neck my facts with Schoon. 

3. I've heard from John Brink. His letter was perfectly cogent and 
written in a beautiful hand 1:x.it failed to respond to any of my 
questions. Your comnent may explain why. But I've had a friendly note 
from his wife Meg and still hope to extract a few nuggets. 

'!hat I s enough interruptions for today. 

M~ 
MARIT'l VAN DEN BERG 
21A Gwendolen Avenue 
Putney 
London 
SW15 GET 
Telephone (0181) 789-7167. Currently no fax. 


